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A Beautiful view of the northern side of the reserve from the sky on a Bill Harrops hot air balloon safari, guests loved 
the early morning flight over lodge – images by Michael O’Bree

The season of autumn comes and goes in the flash of an eye. Before we know it, winter is upon us. So many people 

believe that winter is a dreary and drab time but this couldn’t be further from the truth here. Every season has its own 

significant beauty and winter is no different.

On the 21 June we experienced the winter solstice, a day marking the shortest period of daylight and the longest 

night of the year. Solstice means ‘sun-stopping’ and marks the sun’s pause and then change in direction. It can be 

seen as when the sun reaches its furthest north position in the sky and starts moving further south. From this day 

forward the days become longer and nights become shorter until reaching the summer solstice, which occurs on 

the 21st or 22nd of December.

I love this time of year with its misty mornings and crystal clear night skies. Even though days get longer, the 

mornings seem to get colder as the land dries up. These bitterly cold mornings are spectacular before the heat of 

the sun burns away the cold and the day warms up considerably. And it’s actually now, at the heart of winter, that 

we really see the landscape transform.

June is a time when the bush transcends from mottled yellow and faded greens of autumn, to a landscape 

drenched in a golden hue – a time of spectacular colour and light. Dust from the drying land allows for the 

mornings and evenings to be filled with beautiful golden light, which soaks up the surrounds. 
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No rainfall forces grass to dry a caramel yellow, leaves fall and animals spend much of their time moving to find 

diminishing nutritional food supplies as well as to quench their thirst at water holes, meandering past the lodge and 

Kwafubesi tented camp. A time of predators; lions and cheetahs thrive in these drying conditions as prey weakens. 

For me the beauty of the winter is epitomized by elements of hardship, colour, light and beauty.

These next few months provide endless photographic opportunities at capturing wildlife and scenery soaked in a 

deep gold to orange haze. The night sky becomes an awesome spectacle, the deep roar of a lion travels further with 

the crisp, bitter cold air and animals are active for longer in the mornings. The dawn of the winter morning evokes 

huge excitement and change.

We are being left to question though; have the good summer rains provided enough grass to sustain the herbivores 

through this time? Will predators flourish again as they did in the previous season’s drought? Let’s journey through 

this winter together and wait to find out!

It has been a very good month in sightings on the reserve. Young male given a chase around by the pride, it is that 

time where he has to leave the pride and move alone. In the jungle, the mighty jungle, the lion sleeps tonight…and 

every other time of day too, apparently. 

   

While your house cat may seem like the laziest animal alive, they’ve got nothing on lions. Sleeping for up to 20 

hours a day, lions take the art of ‘cat-napping’ to a whole new level. 

The higher up you are on the food chain, the lazier you’re allowed to be. Luckily for lions, they’re apex predators and 

can afford to spend some time lounging around. A lion’s claws must be some of the most fearsome weaponry in 

nature. Not only are they razor sharp and as strong as carbon fibre, but there are 18 of them and they are attached 

to over 140kg of pure muscle and speed (assuming we’re dealing with an adult lion). 

Used for gripping prey, fighting and occasionally climbing, they are formidable, and it is no wonder that lions in 

battle will attempt to attack the rear of their opponent, steering clear of the far more dangerous front end where the 

opposing claws are most effective and the teeth can also enter the fray.

I think as humans we have very little appreciation for just how lethal a lion’s claws are, as they spend most of their 

time sheathed and invisible, and it is fortunately only the prey of these big cats – and each other on occasion – that 

bear the brunt of the claws’ true ferocity.
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As lions possess interdigital glands, they are also transmitting a 
scent when flexing their toes, which aids in territorial marking 
and other types of olfactory messaging.

Knowledge is never a bad thing to have, so I thought we’d go 

through the ins and outs of a lion’s claw structure, and explain 

just how the claws are used.

One of the first mistakes people make is to refer to the claws of a 

lion as retractable. 

This is a misnomer, as it implies that the claws’ resting position is 

out, and the lion has the ability to withdraw them, when in fact 

it is the opposite; the resting position is in, with the ability to flex 

them out. 

Should the claws be out permanently, their rounded shape and 

keen edge would be blunted, and their effectiveness would be 

greatly reduced. One only has to look at the claws of any type of 

dog to see that this is so.

Not only do the claws stay sharp by being sheathed, but the 

absence of their hard tips being on the outside means the lion is 

able to stalk more quietly, creeping in on soft, silent pads.

Diagram showing the relaxed state of a lion’s claw (top) and the 
extended state (bottom). Image courtesy Safari guide-online.

The claws are attached to what are known as the distal 

phalanges, effectively the equivalent of the outer bones in our 

fingers and toes. Imagine if our fingernails were attached tightly 

to the bone, and were a lot harder and sharper, and you’ll get the 

idea. 

Claws are basically modified fingernails. Or the other way around, 

depending on which way you look at it. Whatever the case, the 

resting position in a lion’s claw mechanism involves that distal 

phalanx (singular of phalange) folded back against the middle 

phalanx:

Here one of Madjuma males is seen lying on his back during the 
late morning, the back foot is smaller than the front one, the 
front need to be big to carry the weight, the muscles and the big 
head.

The base of the phalanx on which the claw is found has a tendon 

attached to it, which is in turn attached to muscles further back 

in the foot. 

When these muscles are contracted (e.g. at the moment a lion grabs for its prey) the base of the phalanx is pulled 

back, rotating it and extending the claw attached to the other end. When that muscle is relaxed, an elastic ligament 

attached to the top end of the phalanx pulls the claw back up into its sheath.
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Dewclaws are a separate thing altogether, and are 

located on the front legs only, on the inside of the 

legs and slightly above the paw, almost equivalent to a 

thumb.

These are used almost exclusively for hooking onto prey 

during the chase or maintaining a grip once the prey has 

been brought down.

Look at how all the legs are being used, using the canine 
teeth to suffocate the animal as it has been grabbed by 
the throat, while using the claws to hold its prey.

Four months old now since the cub was born on Madjuma, the baby is the only litter on her mother and it is 
growing very quick, everyone is waiting patiently to see whether a male is or female. The competition is going 
strong to see who will discover that among the guides.

Despite being made of keratin – the same substance 

that our fingernails are made up of – they are on a 

completely different level of hardness; breaking a nail 

isn’t easy for a lion! Imagine those claws being used to 

help pull a 200kg frame up into a tree and you can begin 

to appreciate just how strong they need to be.

A member of the Madjuma pride scratch on the same 
large fruited bush willow tree, when one lion scratches 
on a particular post or trunk, it will often follow that 
another individual will do the same in the same spot.
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Accelerating from 0 to 96 km/h in three seconds, the cheetah is the world’s fastest land mammal. On Mabula the 

female and her cubs inhabit the southern, central, and Northern part of the reserve. 

The male’s coalition inhabits the southern boundary, western boundary and Northern boundaries of the reserve, 

with the solo male inhabiting all parts of the reserve.

Cheetahs have several special adaptations that allow them to reach top speeds. Wide nostrils and large lungs 

combined with a powerful heart and strong arteries provide more oxygen to their muscles. 

Their huge leg muscles mainly consist of fast twitch fibers, which contract faster than normal muscles. Their small 

body frame is lightweight and aerodynamic. With long legs, loose hip and shoulder joints, and a flexible spine, 

cheetahs can cover 7 m in one stride.

Running this quickly takes a lot of energy, and cheetahs can only maintain the sprint for about half a minute before 

burning out. With this limiting factor, they try to get as close as possible to their prey, which include antelope, 

wildebeest calves, and hares, before starting the chase. 

Camouflaged against the tall grasses, they quietly sneak up until they are confident of the attack. They burst out, 

using their tail as a rudder to help keep balance while making sharp turns. Their claws, which do not fully retract, grip 

the ground like cleats. 

Once they reach their target, they use their front paw to trip the prey. Then they strangle the animal with a bite and 

drag it to a hiding spot before another predator, such as a lion, leopard, or hyena, steals it.

Although sometimes confused with leopards, cheetahs are distinguished by their “tear-stained” black marks that run 

from the corners of their eyes down the side of their nose to their mouth. Their smaller stature and small, flat heads 

also set them apart. They cannot roar, but they can purr and chirp. Unlike most cats, they have terrible night vision, 

which is why they hunt during the day. They also cannot climb trees.

Female cheetahs give birth to around three cubs at a time. In the first few weeks, she moves the cubs from den 

to den, hiding them while she goes out hunting. At this point, they are very vulnerable to predators such as large 

eagles, lions, hyenas, and baboons. 

Young cubs grow a thick yellow-gray coat on their backs called a mantle. The mantle protects the cub from the sun 

and rain and helps camouflage it in the shadows. It also makes the cub resemble a honey badger, which is a small 

feisty carnivore that most predators leave alone. 
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The mantle starts disappearing when the cub is around three months old and thins to a mane at around two years. 

Despite these protections, cub mortality rate is high, at around 90%.

The cubs that survive start following their mother at around 6 weeks. They practice hunting though play with each 

other. After a year and a half, their mother leaves them to breed again. 

The cubs stay together until the females reach sexual maturity at around two years. At that point, other male 

cheetahs chase the male cubs off. But the male offspring often stay together for life, forming a group called a 

coalition. Coalitions are beneficial because they help male cheetahs gain territory. 

Mabula Private Game Reserve is the home to the second heaviest land mammal in the world — the hippopotamus. 

Their dense bodies make it impossible for them to swim, even though they spend most of their time in the water.

The body of the hippopotamus is well suited for aquatic life. Their eyes, ears and nostrils are located at the top 

of their head, so they are able to see, hear, and breathe while mostly submerged. A clear membrane covers and 

protects their eyes while allowing them to see underwater. Their nostrils close to keep water out, and they can hold 

their breath for several minutes.

Staying underwater helps the hippopotamus not feel the weight of its hulking frame. They can weigh up to 3600 kg. 

Under the water, hippos tap their feet along the ground to propel themselves. Being submerged for the most part of 

the day also helps keep the hippo cool and protected from the sun. 

When they do venture out of the water for a significant amount of time, hippos secrete a red-colored substance to 

cool their hairless skin. The secretion is referred to as ‘blood-sweat’ but is actually neither of those fluids.
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In the evening, hippopotamuses leave the water to feed. As herbivores, they feed on short grass for six hours a night 

consuming up to 68 kg. They may travel several kilometers to reach an adequate grazing area.

Though they feed on land, hippos do many other activities in the water, including mating and birthing, babies will 

play inside the water. Groups of 10-30 hippos live together with one dominant male.

During the dry season, the dominant male chooses a partner, and then the other males fight each other for the 

remaining females.

Eight months after conception, at the height of the wet season, female hippos give birth to one calf at a time, either 

on land or underwater. Afterwards, mothers leave the herd for a short period of time to bond with their calves 

underwater. After a few days, the calves finally exit the water to feed on grass.

While many people view the hippopotamus as a harmless and comic character, this is not actually the truth. In 

reality, the hippopotamus is a dangerous creature. They have powerful jaws and sharp teeth that can crush a 

crocodile or split a boat in two.

Weighing up to 6000 kg and measuring up to 3.3 m at the shoulder, the African elephant is the world’s largest land 

mammal. It is characterized by its highly dexterous trunk, long curved tusks, and massive ears.

A combination of the upper lip and nose, an African elephant’s trunk is extremely versatile. Elephants use their trunk 

for smelling, breathing, detecting vibrations, caressing their young, sucking up water, and grasping objects. The tip of 

their trunk is comprised of two opposable extensions, or fingers, which allow for extreme dexterity.

Both male and female elephants possess tusks, which are modified incisor teeth. Although tusks are present at 

birth, the “baby tusks” fall out after a year, and permanent ones replace them. These tusks will continue to grow 

throughout the elephant’s life. Similar to the trunk, elephant tusks are utilized in a wide range of activities. They are 

used for digging, foraging, and fighting. At times, they also act as a resting place for the elephant’s very heavy trunk.

An African elephant’s large ears also serve many purposes. The ears’ large surface area helps radiate excess heat 

under the harsh African sun. The ears are also often used to communicate visually. Flapping their ears can signify 

either aggression or joy. And finally, elephants’ ears, used in conjunction with the soles of their feet and their trunk, 

aid in the ability to hear sounds over long distances. On average, an elephant can hear another elephant’s call at 4 

km away. Under ideal conditions, their range of hearing can be increased to 10 km.

Although elephants can make a very wide range of sounds, they mostly communicate through low frequency 

sounds called “rumbling.” In fact, elephants are capable of producing and perceiving sounds one to two octaves 

lower than the human hearing limit. As lower frequency sounds travel farther than their higher counterparts, their 

range of communication is extensive. 
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Furthermore, elephants have the ability to judge the distance from another elephant based on the pitch of his/her 

call. As the sound travels over distances, the higher tones will fade out, leaving a lower pitch.

Communication is vital to elephants, which rely on a social network for survival. The sustaining social unit is a herd 

of mothers and their young, sisters, and female cousins, led by an older matriarch. 

Male elephants will leave the herd at around 14 years old when they hit puberty. They then join a loose-knit band of 

other bull elephants, leaving the bachelor herd at will to search for potential mates.

Upon successful mating, the male elephant will move on to other herds, and the female will start a 22-month 

gestation period. When the calf is born, aunts, sisters, and cousins all help care for the newborn. In this way, all the 

elephants of the herd learn essential lessons in rearing a baby. And since elephants only give birth once every 5 

years, successfully raising their offspring is critical to their survival.

Aside from their ability to learn through watching and mimicking, African elephants also possess other very 

human qualities. Their great capacity for compassion is demonstrated as they care for the wounded and grieve 

the deceased. Their developed sense of memory allows them not only to remember lost loved ones, but also to 

harbor grudges, and recognize long-lost friends. Upon the return of a friend, elephants take part in a joyous greeting 

ceremony where they spin in circles, flap their ears, and trumpet.

Having adapted to life across Africa’s diverse ecosystems, the African elephant plays a vital role in maintaining 

ecological harmony. African elephants ingest plants and fruits, walk for miles, and excrete the seeds in fertile dung 

piles. In this way, new plants can grow in different areas and can cross fertilize. In fact, 90 different tree species rely 

on the elephant for propagation. African elephants also dig holes to expose underground springs. This allows smaller 

animals to access water in drier times.

Yet again, the bush provided some incredible moments for us this month. We have been truly spoilt! Furthermore, 

Wednesday 21 June marked the winter solstice in South Africa. This means from here onwards the days will, ever so 

slowly, begin to get longer again. 

An exciting thought! Not only did Wednesday 21 June mark the winter solstice, it was also World Giraffe Day. In 

honour of the gentle giants that roam across the landscape here, I feel it fitting to dedicate this month’s guide’s 

news to all the giraffe across Africa. Here’s to them!

That’s is all I have for this month!

From Isaiah Banda and wildlife team 

Bushveld greetings


